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1. Introduction
Recently, many people have studied two-dimensional arrays over nite elds because they
can be used in two-dimensional range-nding, scrambling, two-dimensional cyclic codes
and other applications in communication and coding. There are two types of problems
on two-dimensional arrays. The rst type of problem concerns nonlinear arrays or per-
fect maps, the second type concerns linear recurring arrays. Nomura et al. (1972) were
the rst to study linear recurring arrays. In fact they studied linear recurring m-arrays
or pseudo-random arrays. In their paper they proposed a problem on the structure of
pseudo-random arrays. Siu (1985) proposed that problem again when he visited Bei-
jing. MacWilliams and Sloane (1976) constructed some pseudo-random arrays, Van Lint
et al. (1979) studied some linear recurring arrays with special window properties. Lin and
Liu solved Nomura’s problem and gave the structure of pseudo-random arrays (Lin and
Liu, 1993a; Liu and Li, 1993). Sakata (1978) considered the general theory of linear recur-
ring arrays over nite elds. But further results on the structural general theory of linear
recurring arrays were not forthcoming, even though some people (e.g., Lin (1993) and Lin
and Liu (1993b)) considered more general linear recurring arrays than pseudo-random
arrays, but they were still some specic cases. However, when the Gro¨bner basis theory
was utilized to study linear recurring arrays, some progress was made (Sakata, 1988; Liu
and Hu, 1994). In this paper we study doubly periodic arrays, as they are linear recurring
arrays and more useful. We apply the properties of Gro¨bner bases to the space of linear
recurring arrays. This yields an explicit basis of the space of linear recurring arrays and
gives a pretty, as well as important, trace expression. It is well known that the trace ex-
pression of one-dimensional linear recurring sequences is a strong tool for studying their
structure and enumeration. Our trace expression of linear recurring arrays can also be
used to study their structure as a linear space and as a module, and to calculate the num-
ber of translation equivalent classes of linear recurring arrays. But the two-dimensional
case is much more complicated than the one-dimensional case. We dier from others in
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that we use the theory of Gro¨bner bases to prove various properties, instead of giving or
discussing an algorithm.
In what follows we introduce some basic concepts. In Section 2 we give a rened
characterization for a reduced Gro¨bner basis of any zero-dimensional ideals. In Section
3, we construct a special basis of the space of linear recurring arrays which is an explicit
expression. In Section 4, we give the trace expression of linear recurring arrays.
Let F be an arbitrary nite eld with q elements, Z the ring of integers, and Z+ the set
of non-negative integers. Let R = F [x; y] be the polynomial ring in two indeterminates
x and y, then S = fxmyn j m  0; n  0g is a multiplicatively closed subset of R. We
denote by R0 = S−1F [x; y] the ring of fractions of R with respect to S. An array A of
dimension 2 is an innite matrix A = (Ak)k2Z2 over F. For j 2 Z2, the j-translation
of A, written jA, is dened by (jA)i = Ai+j for all i 2 Z2. If jA = A, then j is called
a period of A. The set P = fl 2 Z2 j lA = Ag is a Z-module according to ordinary
addition and scalar multiplication. If P has a basis with two elements, then A is called
a doubly periodic array. It is easy to see that if A is doubly periodic then there are two
positive integers r and s such that Ai+(r;0) = Ai = Ai+(0;s) for all i 2 Z2.
Let f(z) =
P
i fiz
i 2 R0 where z = (x; y); i = (i1; i2) 2 Z2; zi = xi1yi2 . We dene the
action of f(z) on an array A by
fA =
X
k
fk kA:
If fA = 0, then the array A satises the linear recurring relation determined by f
and is called a linear recurring array or LRA in short. Obviously, any doubly periodic
array is linear recurring. Throughout the paper any linear recurring array considered
is doubly periodic. Let I(A) = ff(z) 2 R0 j fA = 0g that is an ideal of R0 and is
called the characteristic ideal of A. Let W (F ) be the linear space of all doubly periodic
arrays over F according to ordinary addition and scalar multiplication of arrays, and
G(I) = fA 2 W (F ) j fA = 0 for all f 2 Ig where I is an ideal of R0. Then G(I)
is a linear subspace of W (F ) and is called the space of linear recurring arrays over F
determined by I.
In the following we only consider ideals in the ring R, as every ideal of the ring R0 can
be generated by some polynomials of the ring R.
Dene the total order  on Z2+ by the inverse lexicographical order, i.e. (a; b) 
(c; d) i b  d, or b = d and a  c. Dene the partial order  of Z2+ as the following:
(a; b)  (c; d) i a  c and b  d:
Let T (2) = fzi j i 2 Z2+g. Dene zi  zj i i  j. Then for any f(z) 2 R with f 6= 0 we
may write
f(z) = a1(f)T1 + a2(f)T2 +   + al(f)Tl;
where for t = 1; 2; : : : ; l, 0 6= at(f) 2 F; Tt 2 T (2), and T1  T2      Tl. We will write
our polynomials in this way. Let
Lt(f) = T1; the leading term of f and Lc(f) = a1(f), the leading coecient of f:
As the ring R is a polynomial ring over a eld, any ideal I of R has a unique reduced
Gro¨bner basis with respect to the order  denoted by RGB(I). If I contains xr − 1 and
ys − 1 for some positive integers r and s, then the fact that RGB(I) is reduced implies
RGB(I) = ff0(x); f1(x; y); : : : ; fl(x; y)g
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where ft(x; y) 2 F [x; y]. Suppose Lt(ft) = xmtynt and Lt(ft)  Lt(ft+1) for t =
0; 1; : : : ; l − 1. Then
m0 > m1 >    > ml = 0;
0 = n0 < n1 <    < nl:
Let
Γ(I) = fk 2 Z2+ j k 6 (mt; nt); for t = 0; 1; : : : ; lg
and t = jΓ(I)j, the number of points of Γ(I). The set Γ(I) is called the Gro¨bner window
of I and t is called the size of Γ(I). Notice that Γ(I) is exactly the set of exponents of
reduced terms w.r.t. the ideal I.
Because we are interested in doubly periodic arrays, throughout the rest of the paper
we will always suppose that any ideal of a ring R that we study includes the polynomials
xr − 1 and ys − 1 for some positive integers rand s, unless we specify otherwise. In fact,
an ideal including xr − 1 and ys − 1 is a zero-dimensional ideal.
2. Reduced Gro¨bner Bases of Zero-dimensional Ideals
In this section we apply some properties of reduced Gro¨bner bases to give a rened
characterization for reduced Gro¨bner bases of zero-dimensional ideals. Then we apply this
result to nd a basis of the space of linear recurring arrays in the next section. Throughout
this section the letters i and j denote non-negative integers unless we specify otherwise.
As every ideal I of the ring R has a minimal primary decomposition I =
T
j Ij and it is
easy to see that the linear space G(I) =
L
j G(Ij), in order to obtain a basis of the linear
space G(I) for any ideal I of the ring R, we only need to study G(I) for any primary
ideal I of the ring R. Furthermore, there exists a nite extension eld K of F such
that a minimal primary decomposition of the extension ideal Ie of I in the ring K[x; y]
Ie =
T
i Ji with the set of zero points of Ji having only one element for each i over K. It
means that for each i there are two elements i and i of K such that the radical ideal
of Ji
p
Ji = hx−i; y− ii, i.e. it is generated by x−i and y− i. In the following we
characterize RGB(I) for a zero-dimensional ideal I of the ring K[x; y] with the radical
ideal
p
I = hx− ; y − i where  and  are two non-zero elements of K in detail. It is
very useful for nding a basis of the linear space G(I) for any zero-dimensional ideal I
of the ring R.
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a nite extension eld of F ,  and  two non-zero elements of
K. Let I be an ideal of the ring K[x; y] with dim I = 0 and its radical ideal
p
I = hX;Y i,
i.e. it is generated by X and Y where X = x− ; Y = y − . Suppose
RGB(I) = fXa0 = f0(X;Y ); f1(X;Y ); : : : ; fl(X;Y )g;
and Lt(fi) = XaiY bi ; Lt(fi)  Lt(fi+1) for all i = 0; 1; : : : ; l − 1. Then
fi(X;Y ) = XaiY bi +
X
j1>ai
j2<bi
f
(i)
j1j2
Xj1Y j2 :
Proof. Suppose
fi(X;Y ) = g0(X)Y bi + g1(X)Y bi−1 +   + gbi−1(X)Y + gbi(X)
and
gcd(g0(X); Xa0) = Xc:
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Then 0  c  ai and there are two polynomials u(X) and v(X) such that
g0(X)u(X) +Xa0v(X) = Xc:
This implies
−(g1(X)Y bi−1 +   + gbi−1(X)Y + gbi(X))u(X)  Y biXc (mod I);
but
Lt(Y biXc + u(X)(g1(X)Y bi−1 +   + gbi−1(X)Y + gbi(X))) = Y biXc:
If c < ai, then it is impossible to have XajY bj jXcY bi for any j = 1; 2; : : : ; l, because it
contradicts the properties of reduced Gro¨bner bases. Thus c = ai; Xai jg0(X), and we
have that g0(X) = Xai and
fi(X;Y ) = XaiY bi + g1(X)Y bi−1 +   + gbi−1(X)Y + gbi(X):
We prove Xai+1jfi(X;Y )−XaiY bi by induction on i. For i = 1, suppose
f1(X;Y ) = Xa1Y b1 +XcG(Y ) +Xc+1H(X;Y );
where
c  0;degY G(Y ) < b1; degY H(X;Y ) < b1:
If c < a1 and G(Y ) 6= 0, then
f1(X;Y )Xa0−(c+1) = Xa0−(c+1)+a1Y b1 +Xa0−1G(Y ) +Xa0H(X;Y )  0 (mod I):
This implies Xa0−1G(Y )  0 (mod I) which is impossible.
If c = a1 and G(Y ) 6= 0, then
f1(X;Y ) = Xa1(Y b1 +G(Y )) +Xa1+1H(X;Y ):
There is a positive integer N such that Y N 2 I and
gcd(Y b1 +G(Y ); Y N ) = Y d:
Thus d < b1 and there are two polynomials u(Y ) and v(Y ) such that
(Y b1 +G(Y ))u(Y ) + v(Y )Y N = Y d:
This implies
Xa0−1−a1(f1(X;Y )−Xa1+1H(X;Y ))u(Y )  −Xa0H(X;Y )u(Y )
 0  Xa0−1Y d (mod I):
We can deduce that d  b1 which is impossible. Hence,
f1(X;Y ) = Xa1Y b1 +
X
j1>a1
j2<b1
f
(1)
j1j2
Xj1Y j2 :
Suppose for t = 1; 2; : : : ; i− 1,
ft(X;Y ) = XatY bt +
X
j1>at
j2<bt
f
(t)
j1j2
Xj1Y j2 ;
and
fi(X;Y ) = XaiY bi +XcG(Y ) +Xc+1H(X;Y )
where c  0, degY G(Y ) < bi, degY H(X;Y ) < bi.
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If c < ai and G(Y ) 6= 0, then
Xai−1−(c+1)fi(X;Y ) = Xai−1−(c+1)+aiY bi +Xai−1−1G(Y ) +Xai−1H(X;Y );
and there exists a polynomial K(X;Y ) such that
XaiY biXai−1−c−1 +Xai−1H(X;Y )  K(X;Y ) (mod f0; f1; : : : ; fi−1)
where degX K(X;Y )  ai−1, degY K(X;Y ) < bi−1 and K(X;Y ) is reduced. Thus
Xai−1−1G(Y ) +K(X;Y )  0 (modRGB(I))
but Xai−1−1G(Y ) +K(X;Y ) 6= 0 and cannot be reduced to 0 via RGB(I). Clearly this
is impossible. Thus, we have that c  ai.
If c = ai and G(Y ) 6= 0, then
fi(X;Y ) = Xai(Y bi +G(Y )) +Xai+1H(X;Y ):
There is a positive integer N such that Y N 2 I and
gcd(Y bi +G(Y ); Y N ) = Y d:
Then 0  d < bi and there are two polynomials u(Y ) and v(Y ) such that
u(Y )(Y bi +G(Y )) + v(Y )Y N = Y d
and
u(Y )Xai(Y bi +G(Y )) + v(Y )XaiY N = Y dXai ;
u(Y )Xai+1H(X;Y ) + Y dXai  0 (mod I):
Notice that
u(Y )Xai+1H(X;Y ) 
X
cai+1
d<bi
kcdX
cY d (mod I):
This implies that u(Y )Xai+1H(X;Y ) + Y dXai 6= 0 and cannot be reduced to zero via
RGB(I). As before, this is impossible. The theorem is completely proved. 2
For an ideal I of the ring R, if RGB(I) = ff(x); g(x; y)g and the extension ideal of
I Ie =
Tt
i=0 Ii in the ring K[x; y], where K is an extension eld of F , with the set of
zero points of Ii having only one element for each i over K, then we can prove that the
reduced Gro¨bner basis of Ii consists of two polynomials for each i also and in the next
section we will see that it is easy to show a basis of the linear space G(Ii) for this type
of Ii and, furthermore, we can obtain a basis of G(I) by starting with a basis of G(Ii).
Theorem 2.2. Let I be an ideal of the ring R and RGB(I) = ff(x); g(x; y)g where
f(x) and g(x; y) are two polynomials of the ring R. Furthermore, suppose that K is
an extension eld of F such that for the extension ideal Ie of I in the ring K[x; y] its
minimal primary decomposition Ie =
Tt
i=0 Ii with the set of zero points of Ii having only
one element for each i over K. Then RGB(Ii) consists of two polynomials for each i
also.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose that I is an ideal of the ring K[x; y]
and f(x) = (x − )m, where  is a non-zero element of K. If g(; y) = Qj(y −
j)nj over K, where the j are dierent and non-zero, then there is a positive inte-
ger k such that qk  m, and g(x; y)qk  g(; y)qk (mod(x − )qk) which means that
g(; y)q
k 2 I. Suppose ITK[y] = hG(y)i, i.e. the ideal hG(y)i is generated by G(y).
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Thus, G(y)jg(; y)qk which implies that G(y) = Qj(y − j)lj and I = Tjh(y − j)lj ; Ii.
Let Ij = h(y−j)lj ; Ii, and Ij
T
K[x] = h(x−)mj i. Then mj  m. Suppose RGB(Ij) =
f(x−)mj ; f (j)1 (x; y); : : : ; f (j)tj (x; y)g with Lt(f (j)i )  Lt(f (j)i+1) and degy f (j)tj = Nj . Then
dimG(Ij)  mjNj (2.1)
and dimG(Ij) = mjNj i jRGB(Ij)j = 2, i.e. RGB(Ij) consists of two elements. AsX
j
mjNj 
X
j
dimG(Ij) = dimG(I) = m degy g(x; y) = m
X
j
nj 
X
j
mjnj ; (2.2)
if we can prove for each j, Nj  nj , then m = mj ; nj = Nj and dimG(Ij) = mjNj . It
implies jRGB(Ij)j = 2 from (2.1) and (2.2). Theorem 2.2 is proved. It is easy to see that
g(; y) 2 Tjhf (j)tj (; y)i. As Ij has only one zero point (; j) and the j are dierent,Q
j f
(j)
tj (; y)jg(; y), Nj  nj . 2
Usually, for an ideal I of the ring R, even if RGB(Ie) = RGB(I) and Ie =
T
j Ij , we
cannot say anything about RGB(Ij), as we only know that Ij  Ie  I:
The next theorem will show us when an ideal generated by two polynomials f(x) and
g(x; y) contains xr − 1 and ys − 1 for some positive integers r and s .
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that I is an ideal of the ring R generated by two polynomials
f(x) and g(x; y). Then I contains xr − 1 and ys − 1 for some positive integers r and s
i f(0) 6= 0 and gcd(f(x); g(x; 0)) = 1.
Proof. If I contains xr − 1 and ys − 1, then f(x)jxr − 1; f(0) 6= 0. Suppose ys −
1 = a(x; y)f(x) + b(x; y)g(x; y) where a(x; y); b(x; y) 2 R. Then −1 = a(x; 0)f(x) +
b(x; 0)g(x; 0), i.e. gcd(f(x); g(x; 0)) = 1.
On the other hand, if f(0) 6= 0 and gcd(f(x); g(x; 0)) = 1, then there is a positive
integer r such that f(x)jxr − 1 and there are two polynomials a(x) and b(x) such that
a(x)f(x) + b(x)g(x; 0) = 1. Suppose g(x; y) = g(x; 0) + yh(x; y). Then yb(x)h(x; y) 
1 (mod I). It implies that there is a positive integer s such that ys − 1  0 (mod I), i.e.
ys − 1 2 I. 2
3. A Basis of the Space of Linear Recurring Arrays
Let K be a nite extension eld of F , I a zero-dimensional ideal of the ring K[x; y] and
G(I) the linear space of linear recurring arrays over K determined by I. Let the radical
ideal of I
p
I have only one zero point (; ) where  and  are two non-zero elements of
K. In this section we give a basis of G(I) that we apply for giving the trace expression
of linear recurring arrays over the base eld F in the next section.
Let 
n
r

=
n(n− 1)    (n− r + 1)
r(r − 1)    1 (mod p);
where n is an integer, r a positive integer, p = char F . By convention
(
n
0

= 1. Let the
sequence S(t) =
((
i
t

i2Z where t is a non-negative integer and dene for k = (k1; k2) 2
Z2+ an array A
(k) as follows:
A(k) = A(k1;k2) = (i−k1j−k2S(k1)i S
(k2)
j )(i;j)2Z2 ;
where  and  are two non-zero elements of K.
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Lemma 3.1.
(x− )i(y − )jA(k1;k2) =

A(k1−i;k2−j); if k1  i; k2  j
0; otherwise.
Let H be a subset of the ring R. Then hHi denotes the ideal of R generated by H.
Remark 3.2. The sequences S(t) above are translations of Zierler’s corresponding se-
quences (Zierler and Mills, 1973).
Lemma 3.3. Let I be an ideal of the ring K[x; y] where I = h(x − )a; (y − )bi. Then
the set fA(k1;k2)j0  k1 < a1; 0  k2 < bg is a basis of the space G(I).
Suppose f(X;Y ) = Y b − g(X;Y ) where X = x − ; Y = y − , deg
X
g > 0 and
deg
Y
g < b. Dene an action of the operator f on A(k) as follows:
f (A(k)) =
X
i2Z+
g(X;Y )iA(k)+i(0;b): (3.1)
Notice that there are only nitely many summands in (3.1).
Lemma 3.4. Let I be an ideal of the ring K[x; y] and X = x− ; Y = y − ,
RGB(I) = fXa; f(X;Y ) = Y b − g(X;Y )g;
and deg
X
g > 0;deg
Y
g < b.
Then
(1) f(X;Y )f (A(k)) = A(k)−(0;b).
(2) Let B(k) = f (A(k)). Then the set
B = fB(k) j k = (k1; k2); 0  k1 < a; 0  k2 < bg
is a basis of the linear space G(I).
Proof. (1)
f(X;Y )f (A(k)) = (Y b − g(X;Y ))
X
i0
g(X;Y )iA(k)+i(0;b)
=
X
i0
g(X;Y )iA(k)+(i−1)(0;b) −
X
i0
g(X;Y )i+1A(k)+i(0;b)
= A(k)−(0;b):
(2) It is easy to check that Xaf (A(k)) = 0, and f(X;Y )f (A(k)) = A(k)−(0;b) = 0.
Hence, B(k) = f (A(k)) 2 G(I). Furthermore, B is a linearly independent set over F .
In fact, if there are k such that
P
k kB
(k) = 0, i.e.X
k
k
X
i0
g(X;Y )iA(k)+i(0;b)

= 0
then obviously
Xa−1
X
k
k
X
i0
g(X;Y )iA(k)+i(0;b)

= 0:
It follows that (a−1;j) = 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; (b − 1). In the same way it is easy to prove
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k = 0 for all k. Notice that dimG(I) = ab = jBj where jBj denotes the number of
elements of the set B. Hence (2) holds. 2
Let W 0 be a linear space generated by the arrays A(k), where k 2 Z2+, over K. Dene
an action of the lifting operator  l on W 0 as follows:
 l
X
k
akA
(k)

=
X
k
akA
(k+l);
where l 2 Z2+.
Lemma 3.5. Let D 2W 0; f(X;Y ) 2 R; l = (l1; 0). Then
f( l(D)) =  l(fD) +
X
k1<l1
ckA
(k);
where k = (k1; k2) and ck are uniquely determined by l1; f , and D.
Notice that the operator  and f(X;Y ) are non-commutative.
Let I be an ideal of the ring K[x; y] and
RGB(I) = fXa0 ; Xa1h1(X;Y ); Xa2h2(X;Y ); : : : ; Xarhr(X;Y )g;
where X = x − , Y = y − , hi(X;Y ) = Y bi − gi(X;Y ), degX gi  1, degY gi < bi,
Lt(Xaihi(X;Y ))  Lt(Xai+1hi+1(X;Y )), i = 1; 2; : : : ; r. Let
Ji = hXa0−ai ; Xa1−aih1; : : : ; Xai−1−aihi−1; hii:
It is obvious that
RGB(Ji) = fXa0−ai ; Xa1−aih1; : : : ; Xai−1−aihi−1; hig:
Lemma 3.6. For 1  i  r − 1; hi+1(X;Y ) 2 Ji.
Proof. Suppose fi(X;Y ) = Xaihi(X;Y ) for each i. Consider the S-polynomial of fi+1
and fi
S(fi+1; fi) = X(ai−ai+1)Xai+1hi+1 −XaiY bi+1−bihi 2 hf0; f1; : : : ; fii:
Hence hi+1(X;Y ) 2 Ji. 2
For r = 1 we have already obtained a basis of G(I)in Lemma 3:4 . In the following
we will construct a basis of G(I) for r > 1 by induction on r which is more complicated
than the case when r = 1.
Dene Γ1 = fk = (k1; k2) j 0  k1 < a0 − a1; 0  k2 < b1g and for k 2 Γ1; J1(A(k)) =
h1(A
(k)) which is given in (3.1). Dene Jr (A
(k)) by induction on r when r > 1.
For i = 2; : : : ; r, let Γi = Γi1
S
Γi2 , where
Γi1 = fk = (k1; k2) j 0  k1 < ai−1 − ai; 0  k2 < big;
Γi2 = (ai−1 − ai; 0) + Γi−1: (3.2)
Suppose that J1 ; J2 ; : : : ; Ji−1 are dened. Then for k 2 Γi1 , we dene
Ji(A
(k)) = hi(A
(k)) =
X
j0
gi(X;Y )jA(k)+j(0;b); (3.3)
for k 2 Γi2 = (ai−1 − ai; 0) + Γi−1, we dene
Ji(A
(k)) =  (ci−1;0)Ji−1(A
(k)−(ci−1;0))− hi( (0;bi)hi) (ci−1;0)Ji−1(A(k−(ci−1;0)))
(3.4)
where we let ci−1 = ai−1 − ai. Now we can state the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 3.7. Let I be a zero-dimensional ideal of the ring K[x; y] and
p
I = hX;Y i,
where X = x − ; Y = y − . Then the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I has the following
properties:
RGB(I) = fXa0 ; Xa1h1(X;Y ); Xa2h2(X;Y ); : : : ; Xarhr(X;Y )g;
and for i = 1; : : : ; r, hi(X;Y ) = Y bi−gi(X;Y ), degX gi  1, degY gi < bi, Lt(Xaihi(X;Y )) 
Lt((Xai+1hi+1(X;Y )). Let I(A(k)) = Jr (A
(k)) be dened by (3.3) and (3.4), and
Γ(I) = Γr by (3.2). Then the set fI(A(k)) j k 2 Γ(I)g is a basis of the linear space
G(I) of linear recurring arrays determined by the ideal I.
Proof. The rst statement is obvious by Theorem 2.1.
Prove the second by induction on r. For r = 1, it is obvious by Lemma 3:4. Suppose
that for r = 1; 2; : : : ; i− 1 the theorem is true; we will prove that it is also true for r = i.
First we claim that Ji(A
(k)) 2 G(Ji).
For k 2 Γi1 , it is easy to see that
hi(Ji(A
(k))) = A(k)−(0;bi) = 0
and
Xaj−aihjJi(A
(k)) = 0 where j  i− 1:
For k 2 Γi2 , let Dk =  (ci−1;0)Ji−1(A(k)−(ci−1;0)). From Lemmas 3:5 and 3:6; hi(Dk) =P
u<ci−1 uvA
(u;v). This implies
hi( 
(0;bi)hi(Dk)) = hi

 (0;bi)
X
u<ci−1
uvA
(u;v)

= hi
 X
u<ci−1
uvA
(u;v)+(0;bi)

:
Hence, hi(hi( 
(0;bi)hi(Dk))) = hi(Dk) and hiJi(A
(k)) = 0. Furthermore, for j  i− 1,
as hiJi−1(A
(k)−(ci−1;0)) = 0 and Xaj−ai
P
u<ci−1 uvA
(u;v) = 0, we have
Xaj−aihjJi(A
(k)) = Xaj−aihj((Dk)− hi( (0;bi)hi(Dk)))
= Xaj−aihj((Dk)− hi( (0;bi)( (ci−1;0)hiJi−1(A(k)−(ci−1;0))
+
X
u<ci−1
uvA
(u;v))))
= Xaj−aihj(Dk)
= 0
by the induction hypothesis, Lemma 3.6, and aj − ai  ci−1. Hence Jr (A(k)) 2 G(I).
Secondly, we claim that the sets Bi = (Ji), i 2 1; 2; : : : ; r, are linearly independent. We
prove it also by induction on i. For i = 1, it follows from Lemma 3:4. Suppose that it is
true for i− 1, and there are k; k 2 Γi, such thatX
k2Γi1
kJi(A
(k)) +
X
k2Γi2
kJi(A
(k)) = 0:
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Obviously
Xai−1−ai
 X
k2Γi1
kJi(A
(k)) +
X
k2Γi2
kJi(A
(k))

= 0:
By Lemma 3:1
Xai−1−ai
X
k2Γi2
kJi(A
(k)) = 0:
That is
Xai−1−ai
X
k2Γi2
k(Dk − hi( (0;bi)hi(Dk))) = 0:
As
hi(Dk) =
X
u<ci−1
auvA
(u;v)
and by Lemma 3.4,
Xai−1−ai
X
k2Γi2
kDk = Xai−1−ai
X
k2Γi2
k( (ci−1;0)Ji−1(A
(k)−(ci−1;0)))
= Xai−1−ai
X
k2Γi2
kJi−1(A
(k))
=
X
k2Γi2
kJi−1(A
(k)−(ci−1;0))
= 0
this implies X
k2Γi−1
kJi−1(A
(k)) = 0:
By the induction hypothesis k = 0 for all k 2 Γi2 . Hence,X
k2Γi1
kJiA
(k) = 0:
It follows immediately that k = 0 for all k 2 Γi1 from Lemma 3:4. Finally, the dimension
of G(I), dimG(I) = jfJr (A(k)) j k 2 Γrgj, the number of elements of the set. The
theorem holds. 2
4. The Trace Expression of Linear Recurring Arrays
All ideals considered will be zero-dimensional. In this section we give the trace expres-
sion of linear recurring arrays, also written LRA in short, by using the basis of G(I) that
is given in the above section.
Let I be a primary ideal of the ring R = F [x; y]; P =
p
I the radical ideal of I, and
V (P ) be the set of zero points of P in an extension eld K of F where
V (P ) = f(; ); (q; q); : : : ; (ql−1 ; ql−1)g;
and where ;  2 K, l = [F [; ] : F ]. Consider the extension ideal Ie of I in the ring
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K[x; y]. There is minimal primary decomposition in the ring K[x; y]
Ie =
t\
i=0
Ii; Pi =
p
Ii;
where for each i; Ii is primary, and
V (Pi) = f(qi ; qi)g; Pi = hx− qi ; y − qii:
Consider the map  : K[x; y]! K[x; y] dened by

 X
k2Z2+
fkz
k

=
X
k2Z2+
fqkz
k:
Then the map  has the following properties.
Lemma 4.1.
(1)  is an automorphism of K[x; y].
(2) For an ideal I of K[x; y]; I is prime (primary) i (I) is prime (primary).
(3) (Pi) = P (i+1) and (Ii) = (Ii+1) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; t− 1.
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious.
(3) Consider
(Pi) = hx− qi ; y − qii
= hx− qi+1 ; y − qi+1i = Pi+1:
As dimPi = 0 , Pi is maximal and Ii is uniquely determined by I and Pi. It is known
that (Ie) = Ie, hence, (Ii) = Ii+1. 2
Furthermore, the automorphism  of K[x; y] induces an automorphism of the linear
space W (K) of arrays over K, also written , dened by (A) = Aq, where A = (Ai),
Aq = (Aqi ).
Lemma 4.2. Let I be an ideal of K[x; y]. Then G((I)) = G(I).
Proof. It is easy to check. 2
Lemma 4.3. G(Ie) =
Lt
i=0 
i(G(I0)).
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that I is a primary ideal of the ring R = F [x; y] and the set of
zero points of I
V (I) = f (; ); (q; q); : : : ; (ql−1 ; ql−1)g;
where ;  2 K n f0g. Let
Ie =
t\
i=0
Ii; Pi =
p
Ii;
be a minimal primary decomposition of the extension ideal Ie of I in the ring K[x; y]
with
V (Pi) = f(qi ; qi)g; Pi = hx− qi ; y − qii:
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Then for any array D = (Di)i2Z2 2 G(I) there are uk 2 F [; ], k 2 Z2+ such that
Di =
X
k2Γ(I0)
TrK=F (ukB
(k)
i );
where i = (i1; i2), B(k) = I0(A
(k)), and the set fB(k) 2W (K) j k 2 Γ(I0)g is a basis of
G(I0).
Proof. As
p
I0 = hx − ; y − i, the set fB(k) j k 2 Γ(I0)g is a basis of G(I0) by
Theorem 3.7 and rG(I0) has a basis f(B(k)i )q
r j k 2 Γ(I0)g for r = 1; 2; : : : ; t. Hence,
G(Ie) has a basis
f(B(k)i )q
r j k 2 Γ(I0); r = 1; : : : ; tg:
For any array D 2 G(I) there exists uk;r 2 K such that
D = (Di); Di =
tX
r=1
X
k2Γ(I0)
uk;r(B
(k)
i )
qr :
As Di 2 F;Dqi = Di, andX
r
(uk;r)q(B
(k)
i )
qr+1 =
X
r
uk;r(B
(k)
i )
qr
for all i 2 Z2, it follows that uk;r+1 = (uk;r)q = (uk;0)qr . Hence
Di =
X
k2Γ(I0)
TrK=F (uk;0B
(k)
i ):
The theorem is completely proved. 2
As any ideal of the ring R0 = S−1F [x; y] is nitely generated by some polynomials of
the ring R = F [x; y], in order to obtain the trace expression for G(I), where I is any
ideal of the ring R0, it is enough to consider any ideals of the ring R. Now we can state
the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.5. (Trace Expression) Suppose that J is an ideal of R0, J = S−1I,
where I is an ideal of the ring R = F [x; y] and I = \tj=1Ij is a minimal primary
decomposition in the ring R, for each j = 1; : : : ; t, the set of zero points of Ij
V (Ij) = f(j ; j); (qj ; qj ); : : : ; (q
lj−1
j ; 
qlj−1
j )g; lj = [F [j ; j ] : F ]; j ; j 2 K
where K is a suitable extension eld of F . The (Ij)0 is a primary component of the
minimal primary decomposition of the extension ideal Iej of Ij in K[x; y] with V ((Ij)0) =
f(j ; j)g. Then, for any D = (Di) 2 G(J),
Di =
tX
j=1
X
kj2Γ((Ij)0)
TrK=F (ukj ;0B
(kj)
i );
where the set fB(kj) = (Ij)0(A(kj)) j kj 2 Γ((Ij)0)g is a basis ofG((Ij)0).
Proof. From Theorem 4.4. 2
Definition 4.6. We call the above formula the trace expression of D.
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Corollary 4.7. Suppose that s = (si)i2Z+ is a periodic sequence over F , f(x) is a
polynomial of the ring F [x]; f(x) = pe11 (x)    pett (x) is its unique factorization in F [x],
the zero set of Pi(x) is V (pi) = fi; qi ; : : : ; q
li−1
i g where i 2 K; li = [F [i] : F ]. Let
s 2 G(f). Then
si =
tX
j=1
elj−1X
kj=0

i
kj

Tr(ukj
i
j):
Remark 4.8. The result above is a translation of the trace expression of the sequence
s = (si)i2Z+ in Zierler and Mills (1973).
In fact, we can directly prove the above corollary by the same idea that was used in
the case of arrays. We only need to see that if p(x) =
Qn−1
i=0 (x−q
i
), where n = deg p(x),
then
G(pe(x)) = G((x− )e)G((x− q)e)    G((x− qn−1)e):
Corollary 4.9. Suppose that P is a prime ideal of the ring F [x; y] and the zero set
of P
V (P ) = f(; ); (q; q); : : : ; (ql−1 ; ql−1)g;
where K is a suitable extension eld of F and  and  are two non-zero elements of K.
Then, for any D = (Di) 2 G(P ),
Di = TrF [;]=F (ui1i2);
where i = (i1; i2), u 2 F [; ].
Proof. As P =
Tl−1
j=0hx− q
j
; y − qj i, the corollary holds by Theorem 4.4. 2
Remark 4.10. This is a result of Lin and Liu (1993a).
Corollary 4.11. Suppose that I is an ideal of R = F [x; y], RGB(I) = ff0(x); f1(x; y)g,
I =
Tt
i=1 Ii is a minimal primary decomposition in the ring R and the zero set of
IjV (Ij) = f(q
t
j ; 
qt
j ) j t = 1; 2; : : : ; ljg. RGB(Ij) = f(x − j)aj ; f(x − j ; y − j) =
(y − j)bj + g(x− j ; y − j)g. Then for any D = (Di)i2Z2 2 G(I)
Di =
tX
j=1
X
kj2Γ((Ij)0)
TrF [j ;j ]=F (ukj ;0B
(kj)
i ):
where B(kj) = f (A(kj)). Particularly, if RGB(Ij) = f(x− j)aj ; (y − j)bjg then
Di =
tX
j=1
X
0(kj)1<aj
0(kj)2<bj

i1
(kj)1

i2
(kj)2

TrK=F (vkj (
i1
j 
i2
j ));
where vkj = ukj ;0
−(kj)1
j 
−(kj)2
j .
5. Conclusion
In this paper, on the basis of a detailed characterization of the reduced Gro¨bner basis
for the ring R of Laurent polynomials in two variables, we have given an explicit basis
of the linear space G(I) consisting of linear recurring arrays determined by I. Moreover,
we have given a trace expression of linear recurring arrays over F by using the basis.
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It is much more complicated than the trace expression of linear recurring sequences
over F . The trace expression of linear recurring arrays can be applied to study the
structures of linear recurring arrays as R-modules and linear spaces over F , and their
Hadamard products, and to calculate the number of the translation equivalence classes
of linear recurring arrays and others. In fact, we have applied our results and obtained
the necessary and sucient conditions for the modules of doubly periodic arrays to be
cyclic.
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